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About This Game

Return to the ULTIMATE ARENA in style! ULTIMATE ARENA: SHOWDOWN is the latest and greatest in arena
technology, with incredible features like more than 1 player model and 50% more dimensions than its closest competitor!

In the ULTIMATE ARENA, fighters from all time and space compete in a battle royale until one remains. You're in charge of
deciding who gets to fight, and how the battles play out, setting the arena up, and watching the chaos unfold right before your
eyes. ULTIMATE ARENA: SHOWDOWN introduces the most robust character creator in the series, letting you customize

characters like never before. As you play you'll unlock new outfits for characters that you can use or trade with friends to
complete your collection.

Many will enter, but only one will win!
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ultimate arena showdown

This was a great game. Why can't the graphics be brought up to today's standards?. Formal stuff:

Bob Was Hungry is skill-needed platform that put you in role of some alien thingy called ¨Bob¨ which needs to be feed with all
variety of food, however to get to it he must pass lot's of obstacles.

Graphic :
Is beautiful and enjoyable to the eye, It surely brings refreshment to platformer titles.

Sound :
Music is cool and energetic that follow's the gameplay.

Gameplay :
Game will require from you to sharpen your platforming skills before you can beat the game, nevertheless even if you suck at it
you will enjoy it.
Tutorial is very helpful so it is recommended to be played.
Controls are simple and wont give any hard time to beginers.
Level design's are beautiful same as they are challenging.

Random sentances:
This game is firstborn child of father Super Meat Boy and mother Speedrunners.
Single player is fun, but full potential lies in multiplayer up to 8 people! It will give you a damn much fun.
There is maybe possibility that you can broke joystick or keyboard playing it. :D
Didnt encounter any bugs or glitches, and game runs smooth.

Highly recommended to platform lovers, and gamers that are looking for challenging game.

Ok, enough of me, now go out there and have fun.

Game on,
ZemunBRE. can i get my money back?. Tower 3D, ma il 3D dovè? Grafica di 10 anni fa (pure 20), aerei orribili, assenza di
camera libera, suoni buoni quelli atmosferici ma quelli degli aerei?..No compagnie reali...mancanza di
Taxiway....ahhhhhhh....una alpha version e non di più...giochi su tablet molto meglio in confronto a questo!!....Rimborso:(

Eng: where Is 3D? old ghaphic, (10years a go,maybe), bad sounds,NO Really Airlines, Taxiway ,where Are?...alpha version,
many tablet games Are more nice.
Noooo, i hope in a many and many more features, and a Free camera, but a totally new 3 d airplanes!!
Refunde it!. It's Hello Kitty.

100/10
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. + The story is short and sweet. There's no filler just a solid 4-ish hours of entertainment.
+ interesting and engaging cast. I had a lot of fun getting to know each of the main characters.
+ really interesting combat. up until the end I had to keep learning new strategies for taking down foes. every battle felt unique.
+ really catchy music that draws you into this world

- difficulty curve was a bit all over the place, but it was a mild frustration at most.

overall I'm quite happy with the game. well worth my $15.. Its a good game for people who like to be in the tentacle lovers
mythos.

Hard mode does mean hard mode.

Only two bits to take note of is if your playing on a controller, Its nowhere near as responsive as using a mouse.

The other bit is its incredibly infuriating respawning after you die and get sent to random points, but I think thats because I
played hard mode and thats me being a manchild about it. Its not the games fault.

Best lovecraft game out in the market to date though.
. Had a bit of fun with this but glad I only paid 2 bucks.

As a little space sandbox its fun to play about it, but the game is unfinished, containing a number of problematic bugs and
unimplemented features. I had the quests bug out on me several times and become unredeemable, and more than once an enemy
pirate ship spawned partially inside my own, destroying my design and many of the choice parts I had scavenged.

At least there's that magic button to spawn in almost anything you want, eh?

Too bad you can't save your game or ship designs, and I for one could not fight the boss via the legitimate method as the warp
portal would never allow interaction no matter how close I brought my habitat ship.

TL;DR: Good for an hour or two of sandbox spaceship welding and explosions, but after that there's nothing new to do and you
can't finish the game.
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I had been waiting for this for ages and I'm happy this hasn't turned out to be one of those vapour on kickstarter. I came across
this as one of those trailers on Facebook which had so much potential, and this delivered. Just from the constant updates it's
apparent that this game is a labour of love. I love the fact i can play it on a gamepad. Yeah this game has some issues but there's
so much more right then is wrong and at a generous price too. Okay, this is at least a new interesting mechanic, but the game
just doesn't work for me. I almost feel like it is trying too hard and delivers too little.. i cant say much except amazing. I bought
this game on a steam sale for around $1-2 and it was worth every cent. Considering I loved Tron when I was younger, and still
do, I guess I was always going to like this game. It may not be the most graphically advanced game, but the gameplay is
fantastic.

Every level brought something new, it didn't feel repeditive at all, and on normal difficulty it offered a good challange, so going
straight to hard difficulty is not required. If I had to list a con in the game it would probably be the cut scenes, as they were a
little dragged out.

Basically, I would say that if you can get this game on a discount buy it. If it's not on discount and you just want a good solid
gameplay experience, absolutely buy it. Full price is cheap and its worth it.. It is hard to review or recommend a game that
shows up as nothing but a black screen.. I'M TRYING TO PLAY A FREAKING GAME NOT JOIN THE KGB OR CIA.
Horrible. Stay away.
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